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    Introduction:  The great diversity in location, association, 
structural attitudes and characteristics makes it increasingly 
apparent that the Interior Layered Deposits (ILD) in the 
Valles Marineris are complex and most likely reflect differ-
ent origins.  They may be lacustrine [1], volcanic [2,3], 
eolian [4], or the result of fluvial activity [5], depending on 
location and setting.  To gain a better understanding, we are 
exploring an assemblage of very complex ILDs in west Can-
dor Chasma.   
    Method:  We compiled a Geographic Information System 
(GIS) model for the MTM -05072 quadrangle (scale 
1:500,000) covering west Candor Chasma.  The model is 
composed of Viking, Mars Global Surveyor, Odyssey, and 
Mars Express data.  We drew lines delineating significant 
features at the resolutions of HRSC, THEMIS IR & VIS, and 
MOC images and made topographic measurements on 
MOLA and Mars Express DEMs.  Eventually a geologic 
map will be compiled for the MTM quadrangle series on an 
MDIM2 base.  Here we discuss some preliminary findings 
concerning the positive-relief feature Ceti Mensa and the 
northwestern lowlands of west Candor Chasma (Fig. 1). 
 

  
Fig. 1.  Northwestern portion of west Candor Chasma, Mars 
Express HRSC color image.   
 
    Ceti Mensa:  The mensa reaches an elevation of 3.6 km 
and stands 3 to more than 5 km above the surrounding ter-
rain.  It is conspicuously breached by large curvilinear ero-
sional reentrants on its southeast and northwest sides.  The 
basal Ceti Mensa units are exposed in these reentrants.  They 
are mostly massively layered, light-toned materials of pink 
to light ochre hue in HRSC color data [6], and they carry the 
spectral signature of kieserite [7,8,9].  Kieserite can be 

formed as a precipitate in standing bodies of water or by 
alteration of preexisting volcanic ash or eolian deposits; the 
latter due to the activity of acidic groundwater or sulfur-rich 
hydrothermal fluids [7].  Based on Viking images, Geissler 
et al. [10] noted a spectral signature in the reentrants suggest-
ing the presence of crystalline ferric oxides, perhaps from 
secondary alteration of preexisting rocks.    
    Near the top of the reentrants the exposed basal layers of 
Ceti Mensa form resistant cliffs with intervening benches. 
These layers dip to the north and to the south as much as 10º, 
and to the west about 3º [6].  Measurements show that Ceti 
Mensa is a broad dome.  Capping the dome are several addi-
tional units, which reveal a complicated sequence of deposi-
tion and erosion (Fig.2).  Above the cliff layers, finely lay-
ered materials are capped by a more resistant unit forming a 
set of eroded mesas at the very top of the mensa.  Superposi-
tion relations reveal that a dune sheet buried the eroded me-
sas and yardangs developed in the mesa slopes.  On the west 
side of the mesas the dune sheet is largely absent.  The dunes 
trend northeast and impart a northeast fabric even onto un-
derlying units, where ribs appear to be held up by thin slivers 
of now mostly eroded dunes.  
 

  
Fig. 2.  Highest layers on Ceti Mensa.  The topmost layers at 
(A) are dissected  into mesas with yardangs and are overrid-
den on east side by a dune sheet with NE fabric.  Dark bul-
bous flow (B) embays dissected mensa top.  Smooth layers at 
(C) are also dissected and overlie dark flow.  Image width 17 
km, north toward top.  THEMIS VIS mosaic.   
 
    After erosion of the dune field, a dark flow unit with bul-
bous texture and lobate margins was emplaced in a broad 
valley between the units on top of Ceti Mensa and other light 
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colored materials to the south (Fig. 2).  The dark bulbous 
unit embays and overlies older erosional remnants. The unit 
somewhat resembles lava or debris flows, but no source for 
either is recognized; perhaps it lay within the region now 
missing in the southeast reentrant.  An even younger unit 
occurs on the west flank of Ceti Mensa, about 500 m below 
its top.  It is composed of very fine, even, light layers dis-
sected into smooth sided mesas. It overlaps the dark flow and 
is the only unit that does not exhibit the prevailing northeast-
trending dune or rib fabric.  This unit, also, is dissected into 
free standing mesas.  From these observations we can deduce 
that the top of Ceti Mensa experienced at least four deposi-
tional events and at least three erosional episodes, some of 
which were intense enough to erode capping layers into free 
standing mesas with relief on the order of 100 to 200 m.    
    On the northwest side of Ceti Mensa a dome rises to a 
height of 3 km, about 500 m above the terrain to the south 
and east [6].  On its north side the dome is truncated by the 
northwest reentrant.  The surface of the dome is covered by a 
dark bulbous unit with similar characteristics and in a similar 
stratigraphic position as the dark bulbous flow unit to the 
south of the mensa top.  It could be a volcanic construct, but 
again, a debris flow origin cannot be ruled out.   
    Except for the dissected mesas near the top of Ceti Mensa 
and the dark flow units, the north half of the mensa is cov-
ered unconformably by a locally severely degraded surficial 
blanket.  On the northeast flank of the mensa the blanket is 
composed of plaque-like deposits and stringers similar to a 
“rounded deposit” in Melas Chasma, interpreted by Quantin 
et al. [5] to be related to fluvial activity.  To the west, a man-
tle of knobby material unconformably overlies the older 
mensa units.  The blanket is locally highly dissected into 
jagged angular blocks implying loss of material [11].   
    Northwest lowlands in west Candor Chasma.  The 
light-toned, massive, basal Ceti Mensa unit extends across 
the trough floor to the northwest and is exposed within a 
semi-circular depression on the floor.  The remaining north-
western lowlands are composed of finely layered material 
interbedded with more massive material that is dissected into 
conspicuous yardangs.  The unit abuts the chasma walls and 
overlies landslide deposits.  Near the walls, the fine layers 
are disrupted and dip steeply (Fig. 3), apparently an effect of 
deposition against the walls and settling or relative upward 
movement of the trough walls.  Sinuous ridges occur on top 
of the northwestern floor and one channel is carved into the 
yardang unit.  The ridges are similar to ridges on the plateaus 
near Juventae Chasma [12] and are interpreted as channels 
now standing with inverted relief.  Apparently, water once 
flowed in this region on the trough floor [11], about 3.5 km 
below the mensa top.  None of the deposits in this area have 
the signature of hydrated sulfate deposits [9].  In addition, 
low dark mesas occur on top of the finely layered unit;  they 
are associated with highly dissected dark blankets and sharp, 
linear, dark ridges, lobes, and nested circular depressions.  
The association suggests that this unit may be of volcanic 
origin.  However, an origin as mudflows cannot be ruled out.  
Patches of surficial dune sheets are pervasive and obscure 
the contact between the underlying massive, light-toned, 
basal Ceti Mensa unit and the apparently much later, finely 
layered and yardang unit in the northwest lowlands of west 
Candor Chasma. 

 

     
Fig. 3.  Finely layered deposit in northwest corner of west 
Candor Chasma, plastered onto wallrock (left) [11], steeply 
inclined (right), and disrupted (foreground).  Image width 3 
km, north to left.  MOC R0800044. Oblique view, 1.5x VE. 
 
     Conclusion:  The interior layered deposits in Ceti Mensa 
and northwest Candor Chasma reveal a complex depositional 
and erosional history.  The dark flow units near the top of 
Ceti Mensa, the kieserite signatures, and the domal shape of 
the mensa are compatible with volcanic origin, but they are 
not diagnostic.  The northwestern lowlands showing sinuous 
ridges may have experienced late fluvial activity and perhaps 
harbored lakes. The surficial blankets draping across the 
northern part of the mensa could be airfall tuffs or eolian 
mantles, perhaps loaded with volatiles and emplaced during 
periods of high obliquity [13].  Overall, it is clear that the 
history of the ILDs is diverse, but the precise origin of indi-
vidual units remains elusive.   
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